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RESEARCK MEMORMIOUM

AN ~I(MTION AT MAOH NUMBERS 2.98 AND 2.1803’ AXI&IY

SYIWETRIC!I?8EE-JXT!D13?FUSIONWIXH A RAM-JI?I?EN@lK5

By Henry R. Humzak

An investigation was conductml to determine the fessibility of using
a supersonic free jet as a means of testtng large air-breathing engines.
An axially syuunetricfree-jet cliffuser was investigated at a Mach number
of 2.98 using ratios of jet-nozzle t.oengine-inlet area of 1.85 snd 1.35
and at a Mach number of 2.18 using a ratio of jet-nozzle to engine-inlet
ties of 1.35.

A minhum operating @ressure ratio of 5.5 was obtained at a Mach6
number of 2.98 with a ratio of jet-nozzle to sagine-inlet area of 1.85.
The total-yresmre ratio of the flow through the jet diffuser was approx-

P hnately equal to the over-all pressure ratio of the combined flow through
the free-jet diffuser and engine end remained indepetient of the engine
pressure recovery. In general} increasing the amount of hi@-kinet ic-
ener~” air passing around the engine and through the free-jet diffusers
decreaaed the required starting and operating pressure ratios for the
system regardless of whether the flow diyersion was accomplished by
decreasing the engine size or by increasing the engine-inlet flow spill-
age. For the nozq.al-shockinlet, howe~czr,

.
steady-state subcritical fluw

spillage reduced only the opertiing pressure ratio. Irrespective of the “ .
pressure ratim required for stsmting and operating, a ratio of free-jet c
to engine-inlet area of 1.35 was considered the smallest feasible because
the engine-inlet lip was at the edge of the nozzle boundsry layer.

A range of stesdy subcritical inlet operation was possible; the exact
maas flow which could be spilled depended on the particular installation.
Uhsteady subcritical operation did not Yfem reliable w~titati~e me=~e- ._
ments as relatd to free-fli@rb conditions, except perhaps the value of
engine mass-flow ratio at which buzz begins.
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An investigation was conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory to deter-
mine the feasibility of using a supersonic free jet ss a teat facility

-.

for jet-propulsion engines in the Mach nmnber r=ge betieen 2.0 ~d 3.0. ~ --.-, .
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Althou@ this technique has been investigated and used in numerous facil-
ities in this country ail abrosd (references 1 and 2), most of the instal-
lations were designed for and used with relatively small aerodynamic
models obstructing the stream flow. In the present investigation, it was
desired to detez?ninewhether a large engine filling at least half of the
free-set srea could be practicably tested. Of prime importance in the
investigationwas the determination of the effectiveness of the emnular
free-jet diffuser In reducing the starting ad operating pressure ratio
of the free-jet system for verioua ratios of free-jet to engine-inlet
area.

In this respect, it was necessary to obtain quantitative data regard-
ing the second-throat areaa req.ztiedfor effective diffusion and to deter-
mine whether subcritical operation of the engine inlet was possfble with
the relatively large engine sizes contemplated. In addition, establtih-
ment of the interactions existing between the free ~et and engine diffusion
systems and determination of opt@um engine-inlet locations for sterting
and operating were desired. ..

Ih the present investigation, several practical restrictions were
@posed on the design of the amnulw free-jet diffuser because of exist-
ing local installations. These restrictions, some of which differentiate
the present study from those of references 3 and 4j were:

(1) The Mffusion length (supersonic and subsonfc) was Mnitsd to
approximately three engine-inlet diameters to allow reedy accessibility
to the engine components and accessories.

(2) The cliffusion was started downstream of the engine-inlet lip so
that an open light path would be available for schlteren or shedowgraph
observations of the shock configurations in the region of the en@.ne-
inlet lip.

(3) The faci,lityshould be capable of testing inlets with llps inclined
at least 20° to the free-stream air.

(4) The annular free-jet diffuser should be capable of maintaining
suitable engine test conditions when the flow from both the annular free-
jet diffuser and the engine are recombined and efiausted ttiough a si@e_
air-induction system.

In reference 3, the ram-jet test vehicle created a minimum of dis-
turbance in the external flow around the engine and the diffusion was
extended over the entire engine length. In reference 4, diffusion of
the external flow was initiated upstresm of the engine-inlet lip.
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NOTATIOIW ANO SIMBOLS

and symbols used are as follows (see also figs. 1 to 3):

frequency (cps)

axial distance from plane of jet-nozzle exit to engine-inlet lip

axial distance from plane of Jet-nozzle exit to interseotion of
Mach line fran jet-nozzle lip with axial proJection of inlet lip

Mach umiber

stagnation pressure

static pressure

engine-inlet radius (2.5 in.)

Mach angle, sin-1 l/M

angle %etween axis of engine and line joining cone apex with engine-. .
inlet lip.(deg)

Subscripts:

o

1

2

3

c

e

i
.

m

.
P

t

nozz10 entranoe

jet-nozzle exit

minimum area (throat) of free-jet diffuser

I
wit of free-jet diffuser

exit of engine cliffuser or entrance of engine ccunhustion ohsmber

?ngine exit

engine iniet without centerbody

minhnum area between engine lip and centerbdy surface

plenum surrounding free Jet,

tumnel diffuser (location of pitot rake measuring pressure of cozu-
hined flow through annulsr fre6-jet dll?fueer and engine)
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mmRmENTAL MODEIS AND INSTRUMENTATION T

The investigationwas conducted with an axially symmetric model
utilizing an 8-inoh ram-jet engine as a representative test body.
Although the jet diffuserwaa designed to provide a ole~ light path

.-.

through the region about the engine lip, schlieren apparatus could not
.

be used without major structural alterations to the facilities. Con-
-..-

sequent3y, the investigationwas supplemented by runs with a smaller
two-dhnensional nozzle and engtie employing a s.ohlierensystm for flair 2

,&observation.

Axially E@mnetric Model

The axially symmetrio free-jet diffuser was of the snnular convergent- .
divergent type with swell-rounded intake to collect the flow gradually
into the throat. The flowwss diffused radially (in a direoticm fixed
by the external engine-lip angle) es well as exially to o%%ain a maxiqzn
veriation in second-throat mea for a gtven displacement of the diffuser
snd to shortm the axial diffusion length. A sohemati.cd.hgmm of the
experimental tibdelis presented in figuze 10 The 20-fnch supersonic -d
tunne’1was converted to a free Set by inserting an axially symmetric

.

wocikm nozzle into the test section. me 8-inch rem-~et engine with a
5-inch inlet diemeter end 20° half-angle cone, which was used es the
representative test body, is also shown.

%
The engine was originally

designed for aMaoh number,of 1.87 and used in reference 5. Modifications ‘“
to the engine included a change in cone-tip projection to positicm the
oblique shock in the vfoinity of the engine lip at a Mach nunilm?of 2.98,
the removal of the flane holder and fuel injectors from the ca.?ibustion”
ch~ber, and.the removal of the cone and centerbody to obt~n a no~-
shock inlet when desired.

me cone-tip projections in tem of the ~~e e b@*e= tie axis
of the engine and a line joining the cone apex and the engine-inlet lip
were 29° and 31.2° for ,aMach number of 2.98, and 38.6° for aM&oh number
of 2.18. For these cone-tip positions there was no internal contraction
of the engine diffuser.

We-nozzle sizes, defined by the ratio of nozzle-exit area to engine-
inlet erea ~/At, of 1.85 e.ndl.35, respectively, were investigated at a

Mach number of 2.98. At a Mach number of 2:18 OIW the 1.35 nozzle wae cofi: “ ‘.
sidered.. All nozzles were designed by tie-method of’chsraoterlstics and
a bounda?y-layer correction w- incorporat~. The theoretical design
Maoh numbers baaed on one-dimensional area ratios were 3.04 and 2.21. ‘.

The free-let annular diffuser consisted of two pieces.(see fig. 2). A -
conically div-mging sheet-metal shro~ was faired into the engine lip
to form the inner oontour. A woolen oylindkr ~“ tit to form the outer
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centour. This outer contour Gould he moved axially fine the free jet
r was in operation. The free-jet plenum was sealed with inflatable

tubing against air leakage.

The instrumentalion usd to mee5ure f3teady-stateflow pressures was
located es follows (see fig. 1):

N1
CN

s?,

(1) A static orifice in the top end bottom surfaces of the nozzles
approximately 1/2 inch upstream of the exit lip (station 1)

(2) A static orifice in the bottom of the jet plenum (station p)

(3) A five-tube pitot rake at the exit of the free-jet diffuser
(station 3)

(4) Two five-tube pitot-static rakes at the entrance to the engine
combustion chamber (station c)

(5) A five-tube pitot rake at the end of the tunnel clifftier
(station t)

All rakes were desi~ed so that the tubes were located at the centroids
●

or equal sreas. Pressures were read on a multiple-tube mercury manometer
and photographically recorded.

P

Pressures during unsteady or pulsing flow (buzz) were measured with
an instantaneous pressure pickup having a range of QO pounds per square
inch snd recorded with a strain analyzer and double-am-pen motor
recorder. The pressure pickups were of a type which utilized strain
-s mounted on a diaphrq. One pickqp was located at the free-jet
Pleznlmand the other, at the entrsnce to the engine combustion chamber.
E&h pressure pickups were referenced to their respective static-pressure
orifices through suitable lengths of tubing that dsmped out the pressure
fluctuations● The pressures thus recorded were the deviations of the
instsmtaneous pressures from the dem.penedmean pressure.

The appsratus used
is shown schaatioally
nozzle size was 1.35.

Two-llimensionaIModel

for the two-dimensional mhlieren flow observation “
in figure 3. The tunnel widthwaa 4 inches and the
The strai@t 20° external surface of the engine -,

was used with both dtifuser cont&rs shown in figure 4 and formed the
. internal Contour of the jet-d~user flow channel. Diffuser contour A

had a well-rounded air intake which simulated the three-dhwmional
model in that the flow was collected gradually at a point downstream of

. the intersection of the oblique shock, generated by the 20° engine lip,
and the free-jet boundsxy.
captured the flow upstresm
the free-jet botiery.

Contour 11-had a relatively sharp
of the intersection of the engine

intake sn~
shock With “ ‘“
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The flow was observed with a two-mirror schlieren system. Pressme
instrumentation consisted of a static orifice in each nozzle block
1/2 inch upstream of the exit, a static orifice in each plenum immediately
downstream of the nozzle exit, and a static orifice in the 10-inch exit
pipe. The velocity of the flow in the 10-inch pipe was low enough for
the static pressure to be considered appr~imately equal to the total
pressure.

For all runs, air was supplied to the jet-nozzle entrance at a stag-
nation tem~erdure of 60° to 80° F and at a dew point of -20° to 10° F.
Several check runs indicated that condensation did not affect starting

‘ or running pressure ratios appreciably if the dew point wss held lelow
15° F.

DISCUSSION OF RISULTS

The results of the present investigation are discussed in two parts:
the first deals with the requirements for efficient supersonic operation
of the free jet, and the seuond deals with the special requirements for
suitable engine experimental conditions.

l&ee-Jet Considerations

Throughout the course of the investigation the over-all pressure ratio
l?@t remainti approx@ately equal to the set pressure ratio Po/P3, as
illustrated in figure 5 for the bwo nozzle sizes of 1.85 and.1.35 opera--”
ting at a Mach number of 2.98. The data were taken from qeveral engine-
inlet configurations. The incre=e in over-all pressure ratio above that
of the jet-pressure ratio for the 1.85 nozzle at an over-all pressure
ratio greater than.9 can be attributed to the flow losses occurring
between the jet-diffuser exit and the measuring station t in the tunnel
diffuser. Below over-all pressure ratios of 9.0 and 12 for the 1.85 smd
1.35 nozzles, respectively, the flow l~ses =e~n~zed ss a result of
reduc~ jet-diffuser air velocities.

In addition, both the over-all total-pressure ratio and the diffusion .-
ratlo P3/Pt remained independent of the engine pressarerecovery pc/%...
In figure-6, a typical variation of the diffusion ratio with engine pres-
sure recovery is shown. The diffusion ratio remained constant at an aver-
age value of approximately 1.008 over a range of supercritical engine
pressure recoveries of 0.25 to 0.38. The slight variation of ~0.004 in the
diffusion ratio is within the experimental yrecision of pressure measurements.

Thus the over-all pressure ratio .requiredfor operation will be
aoverned by the ,;etdiffusion. !I!hisindication is probably a result of
&e geomet~ of both the air system end the engine in the vicinity of —
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the engine exit. Althou@ no such experiments were made in this investi-
7 gation, it may be possible through suttable designs to utilize the poten-

tially better d~usion of the engine es an ejector to aid the free-jet
diffusion.

The significant trends in the over-all pressure ratio PO/Pt required
to start and operate the various free-Jet nozzles over a wide range of
cold engine operating conditions are exemplifi~ by the data presented in

N
w figme 7. A normal-shock engine-inlet confi~ation was used to insure
UYm stesdy subcritical engine flow. -The optimmn contraction ratio

(Al-%) /~ as determined with supercritical engine-inlet operation was
used to obtain the lowest operating over-all pressure ratio for the con-
figuration. For convenience in determining.the critics eng~e-~let flow
conditions, the engine pressure recovery Pc/PO is plotted in figure 7(a).

Over the entire range of engine operating conditions investigated, the
over-all pressure ratio PO/Pt required to start was always greater than

,thatnecessary for operation (fig. 7(t’1)).This phenomenonwu encountecmd
for most configurate- tested end the quantitative results for other
configurations d operating parameters are presented subsequently. The

. fact that the over-all starting pressure ratio,is larger then that required.
for operation @ attributed to recognized disc~tinuities ~s.ociatedwfth
a swallowing of the shock which are analogous to those occurring in the

● pressure recovery of sup,emonic cqnvergemt-divergent diffusers. .—

Ih figure 7(lJ)the &er-all starting pressure ratios show little
change for s~ercri.tical ratios of engine outlet-inlet area but increase
rapidly In the subcritical range. The required over-all operating pres- ~
sure ratios remained constant in the supercritical range but in every
instance were sulstantfally r~uced in the first portion of the subcrit-
ical rsmge (ratios of engine outlet-inlet srea less them 0.74). This .

beneficial effect was lmted, however, =d there exist~ a ratio of
engine outlet-inlet area below which operation of the free jet could not
be maintained. It should be noted that the Jet-dfifmer cantracti~
ratio (A1-Ai)/A2 is based on geometric areas and that engine flow spil-

lage ordinarily increases the effective contraction ratio of the flow
and thus reduces the operating pressure ratio. However, as will be shown
subsequently, the reduction in operating pressure ratio could not be.
attained through an increase in geometric contraction ratto wtth no flow -
spillage.

. Other factors which influence the req~red o~er-~ st=tiw ~d oPer-
sting pressure ratios are the jet-diffuser contraction ratio (&@/A2

snd the engine-lip position x/xp. ~ical results are presented in fig- .~
ure 8 for three engine-lip positions. The data indicate that the
starting and operating pressure ratios sre relatively insensitive to the
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contractim ratio in the vioinity of the minimum over-all pressure ratios
and that for a given engine-lip position one fixed value of the contrac-
tion ratio is approximately optimum for both starting smd operating.
K&o, the d.eoreasein operating pressure ratio with contraction ratio is
limited snd the lowest operating pressure ratio does-not occur at the _
highest value of the contraction ratio.

The minimum over-all starting end operating pressure ratios-for all
the configuration and Maoh nunibersinvestigated sre presented in fig-
ure 9. The data sre for engine-outlet aresa corresponding to super-
critical engine-inlet flow conditions dtiing operation. In all cases
both the over-all starting and operating pressure ratioe d,ecreas&laa .m
the engine inlet we.smoved toward the jet. Ih addition, there was a
beneficial effect on the over-all sterting snd operating pressure ratios
of increasing the relative proportion of high- to low-kinetic-energy air
flow eiroundthe engine and throu@ the jet diffuqer. This effect ie
shown by the reduction in over-all pressure ratios both as the nozzle
size is increased from 1.35 to 1.85 ~d as the supercritical flow sQil-
Iage around the engine is increasei at a fixed nozzle size (%y changing
the 40° cone-tip ~osition C3 froni31.2° to 29°; for the cone position
.9,of 29°, the mintium engine-inlet area & for the starting condition

was decreased by approximately 10 percent frcm the value for the cone
position of 31.2°. For the operating condition, the oblique shock wss
ahead of the engine-inlet lip and spilled approximately 10 percent of the
mass flow in the stresm tube srea + into the ~et diffuser and also
reduoed the stagnation-pressure loss in the floy az%und the engine by
accomplishing,the required 20° deflection of the flow with two oblique
shock instead of one.)

The effeot of flow spillage around the engine is further illustrated
at a Mach number of 2.98 with the 1.85 nozzle-by a ccmperison,of data
between the normal shook and the 40° cone inlet with a tip projection
of 31.2° (fig. 9(a)). For the operating condition, both inlets Captme. .
the ssme mount of maas flow and the minhmzm over-all pressure ratios
corresyondai closely to each other. For the starting condition, the
minbmm engine-inlet area of the 400 cone configuration,which is only
62 percent of the normal-shock inlet area (where ~= Ai), forc6s more

air around the engine and a marked difference ~n over-all pressure ratio
is noticeable. With the 1.35 nozzle (fig. 9(b)), this relation is not
so evident.

Engine-Operation Considerations

Suitable engine-operation conditions require that the stream.flow
into the engine inlet be free of shocks or ex_&nsions. The principal “-
faotor which can originate shocks or expansions in the free-stream flow

*.
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f rcm an othe~e satisfactory nozzle is the pressure Pp in the plenum -.
surrounding the free jet. A t~ical variation of the plenm p~~s~e
with the over-all pressure ratio is presented in figure 10 for vsrious ‘
second-throat contraction ratios. The plenum pressure is expressed as
the ratio of plenum to free-jet static pressure Pp/pl. At the lowest
value of tie contraction ratio ((A1-Ai)/A2 = O.428) the oontfnuous
rise in plenum pressme with deoresse in over-all pressure ratio suggests’
a pressure feedb~k through the throat of the Jet diffuser. Ihcreasing
the contraction ratio reduces this effect, but the level at which the
plenum pressure remains independent of the over-all pressure ratio is
increased. The increase ,inplenum pressure with contraction ratio for
high values of the over-all pressure ratio again indicates a pressure
feedlmck effect possibly as a result of the increase in the dif’fusion
of the flow in the contracting region of the jet diffuser. In either
case, the lowest over-all pressure ratice desirable on the bssis of .—

operation occur at values of the plenum pressure ratio considerably above
1.0, and strong shoclm from the lip of the jet nozzle may affect ~he
engine-inlet flow.

The strong shocks originating at the lip of the jet nozzle with
increasing values of the plenum pressure and the potential detrimental
eff’ecton the engine-inlet flow may be seen in the sohlleren photographs
of the two-d3mensional mdel shown in figure 11. As the cgntraction
ratio was increased from 0.795 to 1.092, the plen~ pressure rose from

.

1.408 to 1.709, and a contraction of the free-jet stream t~e may be
seen. At a plenum pressure of 1.709 (fig. n(d)), the interaction
between the oblique shock from the jet-nozzle lip end external swface
of the engine cowl prcx%uceda strong shock at the engine-inlet lip. For
this condition the engine inlet is no longer operating at free-stream
conditions althou@ the oblique shock from the nozzle lip appears h be
downstream of the engine-inlet lip. Even the highest value of plenum-
pressure ratio is considerably below the static-pressure ratio of 3.85
across the oblique shock generated by the engine lip.

..

For the three-dimensional investigation the maximum values of the
plenum pressure at which free-stremn engine-inlet flow conditions could
be obtained were detemnined frcm curves s3milsr to those of figure 12.
With the ratio of engine outlet-inlet mea held fixed at a supercritical
value, the plenum presswe w= ~=id W ch~gi~ tie c~traction ratio
SW over-all pressure ratio over a range of values. ch~ges in ew3i~%

pressure recovery for a given configuration and inlet-lip position
occur only when the plenum pressure rises high enough that compression
waves influence the engine-inlet flow or the over-all pressure ratio
decreases enou@ that the engine outlet is no longer choked.

m figure 12(a), the m=~~ p.len~lress~ which C= be atta~ed .
without influencing the engine-inlet flow is approximately 1.65 to 1.70

. .
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as may be seen for the contraction ratios of 0.428 and 0.501. The dis-
placement of the two curves is .aresult of the slight change in engine- 1

area ratio from 0.698 to 0.685. The change-in trend of pressurO recovery
with plenum pressure between a contraction ratio of 0.501 and 0.637
(fig. 12(a)) is due to a decresse in the over-all pressure ratio below –
6.8, the minimum value at which the engine outlet remains choke@ h this
case (fig. 12(b)). Within the limits of experhnental precision, a plenum
pressure of 2.3 for a contraction ratio of 0.772 gave the ssme pressure
recovery of approximately 0.305 as at the contraotlon ratio of 0.428.

8-

The lowest over-all pressure ratio at which the engine outlet will .!3
no longer choke will ohange, of course, with engine pressure recovery.
Free-Jet-operation below this lowest press~e ratio does not necessarily
have to be avoided, as corrections to engine data cem be tie if adequate
pressure instrumentation is provided. Disturbances at the engine inlet .- --
must be avoided, however, If free-stream flow is to be simulated.

The experimental values of plenum pressure pp/pl required to avoid .
disturbances at the engine inlet are presented in figure 13 for the con- , .=
f@urations investtgatedo The increase In permissible plenum pressure
with decrease in engine-inlet-lip position clearti indicates that the

.—

effects of the plenum pressure on the engine-inlet flow may be mintiized : ‘“
by moving the engine inlet closer to the plane.of t.henozzle exit. Et~= ~~ __” ‘~
ever, the experhental values sxe much less thsm the theortiical ones
obtained by using two-dimensional obltque-shock relations to calculate

. .

the engine-lip position x/xp from the plefi pressure. Shock detao3-
ment at the engine lip such,ss previously shuwn in figure n(d) and pres-
sure fee’dbackthrough lihe.nozzleboundary layer which alters the dis- ““ .-
placement thickness tithin the nozzle h a manner initiating compretision _ ~
waves upstreem of the nozzle exit cem easily account for the discrepancy
between experiment and theory. W general, the qtiantitati~eexper-tal
values of plenum pressure sre only approximate, because in some instances
(P~iculm~ at ~ engi~-liP Position of zero) the ohange in pressme
recovery with increasing plenum pressure w= very gradual. However, the

—

values presented are considered conservative.

The over-all pressure ratios required for suitable eng~e-inlet fl~
are presented In figure 14: The required pressm?e ratios for starting
frcm figure 9 are shown for conpa?ison. FoF the 1.35”nozzle, the over-
all ~ressure ratios required for suitable engine operation conditions
exceed those required for starting except in the vtoinity of engfne-lip
posftions of approxtitely zero (fig. 14(b)). Thls behavior is in con- - ‘
trast to the results of figure 9 which did not consider engine-inlet
conditions in detezzuining.~ operating PreSSure ra}io” For the larger ““ ‘-

nozzle size of 1.85, “thepressure ratios required for testing were
approxkte~v the ssme as the operating pressweratios described in

-.

figure 9.
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12crespectiveof the pressure ratios required for starting and suitable
engine operation, a pitot-static survey of the flow in the plane of the
Jet-nozzle exit shcnmi that my appreciable decrease in nozzle size below
1.35 would result in the flow of the nozzle loundary layer into the engine
inlet.

The minimum over-all pressure ratio of 5.5 attained at a Mach number
of 2.98 for the 1.85 nozzle and az engine-lip position of zezm is not -
judged undulyhighupon consideration that 20 percent of the stagnation
pressure 21 of the bypassed air is lost through the oblique shock gen- .
erated by the engine lip and that the associated compression of the flow
is partially cancelled by subsequent expansion. In fact, the over-all
pressure ratio of 5.5 measured herein u compared tith that of approxi-
mately 4.4 obtained in reference 3 at the ssm.eMach number and nozzle
size may be accounted for by the difference.in oblique-shock losses of
the respective inlets and indicates that larger engine-inlet-lip angles
may require correspondingly higher pressure ratios for operation. No
correlation was possible, however, at the nozzle size of 1.35. The
effectiveness d a free-jet diffuser in reducing the over-all pressure
ratio required for suitable engine operation wag exenrpliffedby runs in
which a pressure ratio of 15 was required when no diffuser or engine
shroud was used. As another comparison, it may be estimated from a com-
pilation of publishedsnd unpublished data that at a Mach number of 3.0,
a closed tunnel with no model will require an over-all pressure ratio
of 4.4 for operation. H a variable-geometry second throat is used, this
pressure ratio is esthnated at 3.2.

The jet-diffuser contraction ratios (A1-Ai)/+ at whicg the over-

all pressure ratios re@red for suitable engine operation were obtained
sre presented in figure 15. For engine-lip positions up to approximately
0.5 the aver-all pressure ratios could be obts$nedwithin 3 percent witih
appraimately 10 percent variation in the contraction ratio from the
values shown.

Steady subcritical operation of the normal-shock inlet w- obtained
over a rsnge of ratios of engine outlet-inlet area for all variations of
Mach numbers, nozzle sizes, =d ~gine-~iP Positio~ investigat~” me
steady-state flow into the engine inlet was not terminated by shock
oscillation but rather> by a co~~ete bre~~ of the supersonic flow
from the nozzle.

For the 40° cone inlet only a slight range of qtable subcritical
-“

engine operation immediately following the critical point was detectable.
Shock oscillation (buzz) then occurred, and the frequency incressed SE

the engine outlet was closed. In figure 16, the frequency of the shock
.

oscillation es a function of the ratio of engine outlet-inlet area is
shown at a Mach number of 2.18 for the 1.35 nozzle at several values of

—
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over-all ~ressure ratio and contraction ratio. Although some scatter of
the data occurred, notably at ratios of engine outlet-inlet area of .:
approximately 0.58 smd 0.61, the frequency of shock oscillation remained
relatively constant over a range of over-all pressure and contraction
ratios for a given ratio of engine outlet-inlet area. The limiting over-
all pressure ratio at which the pulsations could be sustained was close ~
to that required for starting. Although subcritical engine pulsing was
encountered at all engine-lip positiqns investigated with the 1.85 nozzle~
choking of the jet-nozzle flow pkevented subcritical engine operation for
the 1.35 nozzle at both Mach numbers investigated when the engine-lip
position was zero.

The experimental results presented in figure 16 did not correlate
with theoretical calculations (dashed ourve) made using the method pre-
sented in reference 6. Because good agreement was found bemeen theory
and experiments in other wind-tunnel runs in reference 6, it is felt
that the large discrepancy between e~erbnental and theoretical results
of about 16 cycles per second in the vicinity of a ratio of engine outlet-
inlet area of 0.66 indicates a consid&rable modulation of the frequency
by the interaction of oscillating shock with the free-jet ‘boundaryand
nozzle walls. The quantitative frequency data would therefore be
unreliable, but qualitative.u the data may he indicative as to w%ether
or not shook oscillations would ocmur in free flight at the same ‘
Reynolds number. ‘

,-

The variation of pressure pubations with time is presented in fig-
ure 17 for three ratios of the engine.outlet-inletarea at a Maoh nuniber
of 2.18 and a nozzle size of 1.35. The pressure fluctuation repr&ents
the deviatbn of the instantaneous pressure from that of the damped mesn
pressure. In figure 17 it can be noted th@ a ol~e r?lation exists
between the engine- and plenum-pressure fluctuations. .We frequencies
are the-same and at a ratio of engine outlet-inlet area of 0.668, ladge
amplitudes of engine and plenum pressures occur simultaneously. The
shape of the engine wave form is very similar to that shown in refer-
ence 5. The wave form in reference 5 w--obtained at.a Mach number of
1.87 in a closed supersonic tunnel with the same engine inlet; the quan-
titative values are not reliable, however, because the extent of shook
travel wes far enough upstreem to effect the nozzle-wall static pressures,
and hence the fluw into the engine inlet would be distorted by shock
reflections from either the nozzle walls or the jet loundary.

Possible Jlaprovementsin Diffuser Design

The large rise in plenum-pressure ratio with increasing contraction
ratio and decreeing over-all pressure ratio (figs. 10 end 11), which is
associated with an annular diffuser with gradual intake, may be avoided’
in a diffuser with a rapid intake such aa that represented by the two-

.
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d-~io~l diffuser of contour B, which is a t~e similar to mat j.n~es.
v

t igated in reference 4. Schlieren photogr@s of the flow about this
type of configuration are shown in figure 18. In contrast to diffuser A
(fi.g.l-l-),diffuser B allowed only a slight variaticm of 0.90 to 1.19 in
the plenum-pressure ratfo with an over-all pressure ratio change from
13.8 to 7.22. The vsriation in plenum-pressure ratio tith contraction
ratio was negligible.

N
m Ih figure 18, the contraction ratio of 1.239 was the maximum attain-
Cca abIe. The leading edge of the cliffuser is very close to the leading edge

of the engine-inlet lip, and in a three-dimensional model the smount of
flow observation would be limited. ~ figures 18(a) and 18(b) two
regions of f’lowseparation occur. The first region is immediately behind
the nose of the contour intske; the second region is on the external
surface of the simulated normal-shock inlet. In figures 18(c) and 18(d)
the flow separation from the engine surfaue has shifted to the contour
surface and the separation has moved upstreszuto the dlffuser throat,
which permits a POSSible pressure feedback into the plenum. The severity
of this flow separation is due in part to the l~ge angular divergence
(310) of the contour from the axial direction and the high pressure .
gradient induced by the”11° arpanding flow channel. A more grsdual.
expansion of the channel would therefore be”desirable, although the
diffuser-exit Mach number might be incressed. Because the flow over the
surfs&e of the engine exterior begins with no initial boundsz’ylayer and
that along the diffuser contour is subject to the turbulence created
between tie Jet end the plenum, it is indicated that some turning of the
flow towards the axial direction about the engine cowling would be
desirable to reduce the curvature of the outer diffuser.

SUMMARY OF RISOITS

In m investigation to determine the feasibility of using a supersonic
free jet aa a mesns of testing large air-breathing engines, it was found
POSsible to effectively utilize a convergent-divergent free-jet cliffuser to
reduce the over-all pressure ratio required to stsrt, operate, and produce
suitable experimental conditions in the free jet. The following results
were obtained:

-“

1. The pressure ratio of the free”-~etdiffuser governed the over-all
operating pressure ratio of the reconibinedflow through the free-jet
cliffuser and engine for the oonflgurations investigated and remained
independent of supercritical engine pressure recovery.. Increasing the

amount of high-kinetic-energy air passing around the engine and through
the free-jet diffuser decreased the starbing and o~erating pressure

. ratios for the system regardless of whether the flow diversion waa
aoccmplished by decresaing the engine size or by increasing the engine-
inlet flaw spillage. b the case of the normal-shock inlet, however,
steady-state flow spillage reduced only the operating pressure ratio. -—
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2. The over-all pressure ratio required to establish supersonic flow
from the nozzle was generally greater than that required to maintain t

operation. However, for a ratio of free-jet-nozzle to engine-inlet area
of 1.35, ah increase in over-all pressure ratio over the minimum for stsrt-
ing was necessary to maintain undisturbed stream flow into the inlet.

3. At a Mach number of 2.98, a ratio of free-$et-nozzle to engine-
inlet area of 1.85, and with the engine inlet In the-plane of the jet-
nozzle exit, a minimum over-all pressure ratio of 5.5 was sufficient to z

maintain suitable engine experimental conditions.
am

4. With a normal-shock engine inlet-a r-e of steam subcritical”
—.

inlet operation was possible, the exact mass flow which could be spilled _.
depending on the particular installation. With a 40° coneinlet, the
range of stable.subcritical.operation waE slight.smd unsteady subcritical
operation did not yield reliable qaantitative:measurementsexcept,perhaps,
for the value of engine maas-flow ratio at which “buzz” began.

5. It wss possible to allaw the free-set plenum pressure to increase
considerably above the static pressure of the nozzle flow without
influencing conditions at the engine inlet when the engine inlet was
forward of the Mach line from the lip of the jet nozzle. However, it wsa

.—

not possible to increase the plenum pressure to the theoretical values
expected from a simple two-dimensional oblique-shock analysis.

6. At the Reynolds nuniberof the investigation, a ratio of free-jet-
nozzle tp engine-inlet area of 1.35 was considered the smallest feasible,
because the engine-inlet lip waa at the edge of the nozzle boundary layer. -—
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